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Abstract: A number of investigators have concluded that dreams occurring in the hypnotic state and dreams occurring in natural sleep are
essentially the same phenomenon. The purpose of the present study
was to carry out an objective comparison of the extent to which dreams
in the 2 states were affected by (post) hypnotic suggestions to dream
about a speciiied topic, in order to partially test the validity of the
above conclusion.
10 Ss were trained to reach a deep hypnotic state, and then each S
participated in 2 individual experimental sessions. In the Hypnotic
Dream Session the S, while deeply hypnotized, was instructed to dream
immediately about a tape-recorded narrative. He was then dehypnotized and asked to describe his dream. I n the Sleep Dream Session the
deeply hypnotized S was instructed to dream about a similar narrative
played on the tape recorder, but the dream was to occur during his
natural sleep that night. The E awakened the S for a dream report
during each stage 1 dream period of the night, on the basis of EEG
and eye movement recordings.
All the hypnotic "dreams" were found t o have been accompanied by
a waking EEG pattern, a lower basal skin resistance than the stage 1
dreams of each S, and the presence of nonspecific galvanic skin responses, which were absent during stage 1 dreaming. It was thus established that the 2 types of dreams occurred in distinct neurophysiological states. The reported dream were rated on how well they conformed
to the suggested narratives by a technique which was quite objective,
in the sense of being highly communicable. For the group of 10 Ss,
the suggestions had a significantly greater effect on dreams occurring
in the hypnotic state than on dreams occurring in stage 1 sleep. Further considerations in evaluating the data are discussed, and some
tentative conclusions are: (a) posthypnotic suggestion shows great
promise as a technique for manipulating the content of stage 1 sleep
dreams; and (b) the equating of dreams in hypnosis and sleep, both
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spontaneous and in response to specific suggestions, is open to serious
question.
This paper will report a study designed to test certain aspects of a
conclusion appearing in the hypnotic literature, viz., that "dreams"
occurring in the hypnotic state are essentially the same phenomenon as
dreams occurring in natural sleep. A second purpose of this study was
to test the usefulness of posthypnotic suggestion as a tool for influencing the content of sleep dreams. The literature on hypnotic "dreams"
in general will not be reviewed here, and the reader is referred elsewhere (Barber, 1962).
I n this paper, the term hypnosis will be used in the conventional
(albeit imprecise) sense to refer to that psychological state brought
about by conventional hypnotic induction techniques (e.g. Weitzenhoffer, 1957) and generally characterized by, among other things,
hypersuggestibility. This definition will be made more precise below.
The term dream will refer to a subjective experience of hallucinatory intensity which has two important characteristics: (a) the S
generally feels that the experience is "real" a t the time it is occurring;
and (b) the S feels as if he is "located in" the "dream world" a t the
time he is dreaming. The term dream tends to defy precise definition,
for, however one defines it, a whole class of phenomena must be called
iiborderline,l)iLdreamlike,'7etc., but the above definition will do for the
purpose of the present paper.
The term hypnotic "dream" is even more ambiguous than the tern1
dream for it has probably been used in the literature to cover a wide
variety of psychologically distinct experiences. I n this paper, the term
hypnotic "dream" will be used to refer to the experience of the S (insofar
as it is communicated by the S's report) occurring in the hypnotic state
in response to a suggestion of, "Dream (about X) ," where topic X may
or may not be explicitly and/or implicitly specified as part of the
suggestion. As with the term hypnosis, this definition will be further
qualified below.
Much of the older literature on hypnotic "dreams" either assumed
or concluded that a hypnotic "dream" was essentially identical to a
dream occurring in natural sleep, whether the latter dream was in response to a posthypnotic suggestion or spontaneous. The traditional
conception of hypnosis as a form of sleep (e.g. Schilder, 1956) probably made this assumption seem likely, but the bulk of the evidence
currently available, as summarized by Barber (1962), Crasilneck and
Hall (1959), or Gorton (1962), strongly indicates that the hypnotic
state is much more akin to the waking state than to a state of sleep.
Particularly, the electroencephalographic (EEG) pattern of the hyp-
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notic state seems to be a waking EEG pattern, although there are
variations in it depending on the degree of the S's activation within
the hypnotic state.
It is known, however, that a S may fall asleep while in the hypnotic
state and later re-awake "into" the hypnotic state (Chertok & Kramarz, 1959; Crasilneck & Hall, 1959; Diamant, Dufek, Hoskovec,
Kriztof, Pekbrek, Roth, & Velek, 1960; Gorton, 1962)) and this apparently led to a great deal of confusion in some of the earlier studies
of the EEG concomitants of the hypnotic state. There is some question
of whether these interspersed periods of sleep should be considered as
hypnosis, for it seems that Ss cannot respond to suggestions during
these periods of sleep.= Since hypersuggestibility is the most commonly
accepted criterion of the presence of the hypnotic state, it seems best
to speak of hypnosis only when the S is showing a waking EEG pattern. I n this paper then, the earlier definition of hypnosis will be
further qualified to indicate that a waking EEG pattern is present
throughout the hypnotic state.3
The third crucial term, in addition to hypnosis and hypnotic
"dream," in the above discussion, is sleep dream. Beginning with the
work of Aserinsky and Kleitman (1953), a large number of studies,
summarized elsewhere (Kamiya, 1961; Kleitman, 1960; Kleitman,
1963; Oswald, 1962; Snyder, 1963), strongly indicate that: (a) what
we ordinarily think of as nocturnal dreaming takes place in a particular kind of sleep called stage 1 sleep, after its characteristic EEG
att tern;^ (b) three to five stage 1 dreams generally occur throughout
the night in a fairly regular patterning, altogether occupying between
15-30% of total sleep time for normal 8s; and (c) binocularly syna Some recent studies (Granda & Hammack, 1961; Oswald, 1962) show that some
Ss can make some simple motor responses to external stimuli while showing a sleep
E E G pattern. Since these responses are so simple, as compared to the usual repertoire of the hypnotized S, the definition of hypnosis as being accompanied by a
waking EEG does not require modification. I t seems best not to indiscriminately
mix this rare type of sleep response with the usual hypnotic state, although we must
be alert to its possible occurrence.
8As has been pointed out (Gorton, 1962; Kleitman, 19571, there are instances
(usually a result of drugs) in which the E E G pattern may apparently become disassociated from a state of behavioral wakefulness, so the EEG is not an infallible
indicator of a S's state of consciousness. Since these are relatively atypical instances,
however, the EEG may be considered an excellent measure of wakefulness versus
sleep in almost all cases.
'There is evidence available (Foukes, 1962; Goodenough, Shapiro, Holden, &
Steinschriber, 1959; Rechtschaffen, Verdone, & Wheaton, 1963) indicating that some
type of mental activity occurs in other stages of sleep than stage 1, but it seems to
be qualitatively different from stage 1 dreaming, more like a sort of slowed down
"thinking," not accompanied by REMs, and rarely remembered.
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chronous rapid eye movements (REMs) almost always accompanying
stage 1 dreaming, and the evidence (Berger $ Oswald, 1962; Dement
& Kleitman, 1957; Dement & Wolpert, 1958; Roffwarg, Dement,
Muzio, & Fisher, 1962) strongly suggests that these REMs are a kind
of scanning of the dream imagery being experienced by the dreamer.
Thus the unqualified term dream will be specifically used in this paper
to refer to stage 1dream activity.
Experimenters working in this area have given their Ss two kinds of
suggestions: (a) "Dream (about X ) right now in the hypnotic state";
and (b) "Dream (about X) during your natural sleep tonight instead
of now in the hypnotic state." I t seems possible, then, that in response
to the first suggestion a S might have a dreamlike experience in the
hypnotic state, a hypnotic "dream," or might fall asleep, dream in
stage 1, and wake up in the hypnotic state. These alternative possibilities are indistinguishable on the basis of the S's overt behavior,
especially as the hypnotic induction process generally coaches Ss to
behave as if they were asleep. I n response to the second suggestion,
there are three possibilities: (a) the S1s stage 1 dream(s) are affected
by the suggestion; (b) the S wakes from sleep a t some time in the
night, passes into a hypnotic state, has a hypnotic '(dream," and again
falls asleep, without realizing in the morning that his dream was not a
stage 1 sleep dream; or (c) the S wakes up from sleep and deliberately
imagines or otherwise constructs the suggested dream while awake or
drowsy, as Barber (1962) has hypothesized.
That these various possibilities occur in practice is strongly suggested in the literature. As mentioned above, several studies using
EEG monitoring found that Ss can slip into sleep during the hypnot,ic
state, especially if they are left relatively unstimulated for periods of
time. No direct evidence is available in the literature as to whether
this has happened while a S was supposedly having a hypnotic
"dream," although one study which did not use EEG monitoring
(Solovey & Milechnin, 1960) suggests that this happens.
That Ss can respond to "Dream (about X)" in the hypnotic state
has been indicated in two studies. Sirna (1945) took EEG recordings
from 10 hypnotized Ss, male and female college students. Each S was
told to dream about emotionally bland topics three different times
during the hypnotic state; the EEG patterns accompanying these
hypnotic "dreams" were normal, waking EEG patterns. Schiff,
Bunney, and Freedman (1961) studied one female S extensively using
EEG and REM recordings during a large number of hypnotic
"dreams." As well as confirming Sirna's (1945) finding that the hypnotic "dreams" were accompanied by a waking EEG pattern, they
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found REMs during their S's hypnotic "dreams" which appeared to be
scanning movements of the hypnotic "dream" imagery, as has been
found for stage 1dreams.
Schiff et al. (1961) also report that their S, instructed to "Dream
(about X ) during sleep," fell asleep, but did not enter stage 1. She
apparently awoke as the E started to re-enter the experimental room,
showed a burst of REMs, and reported that she had begun the dream,
apparently without realizing that her dream had not occurred during
sleep. These Es also report (in an unpublished study) that this was a
universal response of an unreported number of other Ss to the suggestion to "Dream (about X) " during natural sleep.
Although his results were not known to the present author a t the
time the present study was begun, Stoyva (1961) has shown that posthypnotic suggestions to "Dream (about X ) " can affect the content of
stage 1 dreams occurring during the night. The EEGs and REMs of
16 Ss were monitored on nights after they had been given posthypnotic
suggestions to dream about various simple topics, such as climbing a
tree or beating a drum. Stoyva woke the Ss a t the end of their stage 1
dreams to secure dream reports. Dreams which had been influenced
by the posthypnotic suggestions 71-100% of the time were reported by
7 of his 16 Ss. Some of these Ss reported dreaming about the suggested
topic in every stage 1 dream of the night. All but 2 of the Ss reported
dreaming about the suggested topics at least occasionally. Stoyva
scored a reported dream as being in accordance with the suggestion if,
"There were identical or very similar images present. . . ." (Stoyva,
1961, p. 24), and scored half a point if he was not sure. Only 10% of
the reported dreams fell into the unsure category, so, although Stoyva
reports no reliability check on his scoring, there seems little doubt that
some stage 1dreams were influenced by the posthypnotic suggestions.
Unless one assumes (as was done in many studies) that these various
responses to "Dream (about X)" are essentially equivalent, it is necessary to use EEG monitoring in order to be sure in just what state an
ostensible hypnotic "dream" occurs. This assumption seems unwarranted, however, in view of several factors that suggest important
differences between dreams occurring in the two states. In the first
place, the phenomena take place in distinct neurophysiological states.
The psychological state seems radically different: during the hypnotic
"dream" the S is still involved in an intense interpersonal relationship
with the hypnotist. The hypnotist may talk to the S during the hypnotic "dream" and the S may reply and/or describe his hypnotic
"dream" while it is taking place (Welch, 1936). A S dreaming in stage
1sleep is not engaged in such a relationship and does not communicate
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in this free fashion. Furthermore, most of the hypnotic "dreams" reported in the literature seem to be very brief, static images, in contrast
to the typical lengthy, dynamic action reported for stage 1 dreams, as
Barber (1962) and Gill and Brenman (1959) have pointed out.
Ignoring for the moment those studies in which the possibility of
differences between dreams in the two states was an implicit assumption, what are the reasons (beyond assuming an identity between
sleep and hypnosis) found in the literature for equating these two
p h e n ~ m e n a ?They
~
are: (a) that Ss do not distinguish the two
phenomena (Farber & Fisher, 1943; Klein, 1930; Sirna, 1945) ; (b)
that both are perceived as real events which seem to be happening in
the present, and are only recognized as illusory in retrospect (Klein,
1930) ; (c) that both are hallucinatory productions occurring in a
state of altered consciousness (Mazer, 1951) ; (d) that both are produced on an unconscious level and manifest the Freudian (Freud,
1938) dream work mechanisms (Farber & Fisher, 1943; Mazer, 1951;
Schneck, 1953; Siebert, 1934; Wolberg, 1945).
With respect to reason a, various E s occasionally asked their Ss if
their hypnotic "dreams1' were like their nocturnal dreams. They apparently said, "Yes," and the inquiry ended there. Obviously a yes or
no answer to such a general question is not very informative. Furthermore, since the instructions "Dream (about Xj" generally were implicitly or explicitly accompanied by the instruction "Dream in the
same manner as you do a t night," a yes answer may have been forced
by the demand characteristics of the situation (Orne, 1959; Orne,
1962). Indeed, one of the major criticisms that can be made of the
hypnotic "dream" literature in general is that there is rarely sufficient
information available to allow one to judge what the demand characteristics of a particular experiment were.
Reasons b and c seem to be simply a matter of equating the two
phenomena by definition, rather than proving their identity.
Reason d comes from a number of studies carried out within a psychoanalytic framework (in addition to those listed above, see also
Fisher, 1953; Fisher, 1954; Nachmansohn, 1925; Pierce, 1957;
Roffenstein, 1951; and Schrotter, 1912). These studies were often intended as demonstrations of Freudian principles and all operated under
the same general paradigm, via. that the (post) hypnotic suggestion,
I t may be possible to develop an operant task that can be carried out by a hypnotized S but not by a sleeping S, and to use this task to differentiate the two statee.
Such a task might, however, interfere with hypnotic "dreaming." I t is also probable
that keeping the hypnotic "dreams" fairly short is a fair safeguard against the Ss
falling asleep in order to dream. The effectiveness of both these methods must ultimately be validated by an E E G study.
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"Dream (about X)" acted as the latent content upon which Freudian
dream work mechanisms operated, eventually producing the manifest
dream reported by the Xs. The degree of transformation or disguise of
X was expected to be related to the degree to which X consisted of or
aroused anxiety-provoking emotions or impulses. All of these authors
felt that they had demonstrated the existence of the Freudian dream
work mechanisms. They will not be reviewed here, however, for in view
of the following criticismsqt becomes extremely difficult to accurately
interpret their findings or accept their conclusions: (a) many Ss apparently had to be taught to dream in the symbolic or disguised manner expected by the E (see, e.g. Farber & Fisher, 1943; Mazer, 1951;
Roffenstein, 1951) ; (b) the depth of the hypnotic state used generally
is specified unsatisfactorily, and this variable has been implicated
specifically (Mazer, 1951) as a determining factor of the manner in
which hypnotic "dreams" are produced, as well as being important in
any research involving hypnosis (Gorton, 1962; LeCron, 1956) ; (c)
the E-X relationship is generally inadequately described, although
this has also been implicated as an important variable in this area
(Farber & Fisher, 1943; Fisher, 1953; Mazer, 1951; McCord, 1946;
Newman, Katz, & Rubenstein, 1960; Rapaport, 1951; Rubenstein,
Katz, & Newman, 1957); (d) the lack of EEG monitoring makes it
possible $hat hypnotic "dreams" and stage 1 dreams are indiscriininately mixed in the data; (e) the conclusion that the reported dream
is affected only by the experimental suggestions is too simplified a
view, for besides the E-X relationship there are the demand characteristics of the situation as a whole, personality characteristics of the
Ss, and current events in the life of the Xs (Fisher, 1953; Rapaport,
1951; Rubenstein et al., 1957) ; and, one of the most important criticisms, ( f ) the degree to which the dreams were affected by the experimental suggestions is generally wholly a matter of the E's judgment,
buttressed with highly selected examples. This last shortcoming is
particularly important when attempting to evaluate the rather subtle
effects of Freudian dream mechanisms.
Some authors (Barber, 1962; Brenman, 1949; Gill & Brenman,
1959) have speculated on what differences might exist between hypnotic and nocturnal dreams; others have recognized also the need for
an actual comparison of dreams in the two states (Mazer, 1951; Moss,
1961; Newman et al., 1960; Schiff et al., 1961; Sweetland & Quay,
1952), but no reasonably objective comparison has been reported in
the literature.
The present study attempted to search for relatively straightforward
Many of these criticisms apply to studies of hypnotic "dreams" in general
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differences between dreams occurring in the two states as an initial
approach to the problem of their identity or difference. The basic
question asked was, "Are (post) hypnotic suggestions to dream about
a specified narrative followed as well in stage 1 sleep as in the hypnotic state?" The procedure was generally made as comparable as
possible to that of most of the previous studies in this area, with a
number of improvements in technique added, such as using the EEG
to ascertain what state suggested dreams occurred in, the development
of an objective scoring system for assessing the extent to which each
dream was influenced by the experimental suggestions, and making the
demand characteristics as clear and explicit as possible.
Method
The details of selecting and training the 10 Ss of the present study
have been presented elsewhere (Tart, 1963b). Briefly, 10 suggestible,
male, volunteer college students from an introductory psychology
course were each given two individual training sessions in order to
familiarize them with the hypnotic state and train them to enter i t
quickly. All 10 Ss reached a "deep" hypnotic state by the second
training session, as defined by the conventional criterion of posthypnotic amnesia in response to the appropriate suggestion, and their
responses on a self-report depth scale (Tart, 196313). The training included four hypnotic "dreams," two with specified topics, two with no
particular topic specified. These were "dreamlike" experiences as
discussed above, in that the Xs seemed to be located "in" them during
the experience. These hypnotic ''dreams" were included as part of the
hypnotic training in order to make the Ss somewhat familiar with
hypnotic "dreaming" before the actual experimental sessions began.
The demands made on the Xs for these hypnotic "dreams," as well as
the demand characteristics of the study generally, will be discussed
below.
After successfully completing the training sessions, each S participated in two experimental sessions, the Hypnotic Dream Session
(HDS) and the Sleep Dream Session (SDS). These sessions were
approximately one week apart, with five Xs participating in the HDS
first and five in the SDS first.
Instrumentation
For each experimental session, a number of electrodes were attached
t o the 8. A pure zinc electrode of three cm2 area was applied to the sole
of each foot with zinc sulphate paste. Basal skin resistance (BSR) was
measured continuously via these electrodes using a Fels model 22A
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Dermohmmeter, with a constant S current of 70 microamperes. The
output of the Dermohmmeter was recorded on one channel of an Offner
type R Dynograph.
The EEG was recorded bipolarly from two Grass silver disk electrodes, one over the vertex and one over the right occipital area. These
electrodes were applied with Bentonite paste and, for the SDS, sealed
with collodion in order to insure a good recording throughout the
night.
R E M s were measured bipolarly on two separate channels, also using
Grass silver disk E E G electrodes. One channel, for horizontal REMs,
recorded from the outer canthus of the right eye to the outer canthus
of the left eye. A second channel, for vertical REMs, recorded from a
right supraorbital to a right infraorbital electrode.
The E E G record and the two R E M records were also written out on
the Offner Dynograph. After checking the satisfactoriness of the
E E G and R E M records a t a paper speed of 25 mm/sec., the Dynograph was run a t a speed of 2.5 mm/sec. for the rest of the HDS,
except for the hypnotic "dream" itself, where the paper speed was
again increased to 25 mm/sec. to insure a satisfactory EEG recording.
For the SDS, the Dynograph was run a t 1 mm/sec. for most of the
night while the S slept, but often run up to higher speeds in order to
ascertain the stage of sleep.
Dream Stimuli
Two narratives, Dream Narrative A and Dream Narrative B, were
prepared as stimuli for the Ss to dream about in the experimental sessions. Dream Narrative A went as follows:

,

You are climbing up a steep, rock cliff, alone. You look way up at the top,
then down at the rocks below, and think that a fall would kill you. You glance
up and down several times. You climb on a little further and then suddenly
look up and see a stranger standing on the edge of the cliff above you.
He says, "Hello," and asks, "Isn't that dangerous? Looks like you might
be killed if someone should push some of these loose rocks over."
You concentrate on your climbing and get a few feet higher. The stranger
moves over, and some small rocks clatter past you. You hug the cliff face to
avoid them. "Hey, be careful!" you call.
"That's O.K.," he calls, as he watches you hugging the cliff face. A few
more small rocks are disturbed by his feet as he speaks, and he picks up a long
rock from the ground and holds it in his hand.
You are quite afraid, for, in your precarious position, a single rock hitting
you could break your grip and send you crashing down to the jagged rocks 50
feet below. You work your way sideways along the face of the cliff, trying to
get out from under him, but after going a few feet you must slow down, for
your handholds are very far apart, and you must be careful.
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You look up again and find the stranger has followed along above you, kicking at the loose rocks as he walks. You look down at the jagged rocks below,
up at the cliff top where the stranger is standing, up and down, up and
down, as you wonder what to do now.
Dream Narrative B went as follows :
It is late at night and you are walking alone up the dark stairs to your
fifth floor apartment. You thought someone was following you on the street,
and now you hear footsteps on the stairs behind you. You glance up at the
top of the stairs and then down them, trying to see if anyone is there, but it
is too dark. Hurrying, you glance up and down several times.
When you reach the top of the stairs you hurry down the hall to your
door, but suddenly the shadowy figure appears and catches up to you. He asks
you for a light. As you hold the match, your hand trembles, and he asks,
"What's the matter, buddy, you nervous?"
You ignore him and start into your apartment. As you try to close the
door he puts his foot in it so that you can't. "What do you want?" you
demand. "This is my place. Get out of here!" You try to force the door shut.
"Sorry," he says, pushing his way in. He stands there staring at you as he
takes out a knife and starts polishing the blade oil his sleeve.
"This man is crazy," you think. "He'll kill me before any help can come."
As you look around the room in desperation and fear, a route of escape suddenly suggests itself. You edge over toward the open window and suddenly
leap through it onto the fire escape, quickly climbing down a couple of flights.
You glance back up and find the man peering out of the window at you.
Below you, you see only a dark alley, which seems to be hiding another
shadowy figure. As you hesitate, you hear the man above you start down the
steps, and you look up and down, up and down, several times in fear.
Although these narratives seem different on first reading, they are
approximately "equated" in terms of what actions the S performs, the
feelings S experiences, and the order of these feelings and actions.
Briefly, in both narratives the S is in a potentially hazardous situation, a stranger appears whose actions thieaten the S's life, the S engages in escape behavior which is not immediately successful, and the
S is left feeling afraid and not knowing what to do.
There were three reasons for constructing these narratives in this
way. Since the present study searched for possible differences between
dreams occurring in the two states, it seemed likely from a clinical
point of view that material which aroused anxiety would, insofar a s
Freudian theory is accurate, result in disguise and transformations of
the narratives, and thus emphasize possible differences. Second, almost
all of the previous studies in the area have used affect-laden material,
and i t was hoped to maintain some degree of comparability in this
respect. Finally, most of the earlier studies used grossly sexual material a s dream suggestions. It was felt, however, t h a t there would be
a great deal of individual variability in how Ss reacted to sexual
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material. Such variability was undesirable with the small number of
Ss used in the present study, so the narratives were designed to arouse
fear and anxiety in all normal Ss, i.e., it would seem that anyone experiencing the events described in Dream Narrative A and Dream
Narrative B would experience fear and anxiety.
The two narratives were tape-recorded in order to make the presentation to the Ss during the experimental sessions relatively constant.
Experimental Sessions
For the HDS, the S reported to the laboratory a t eight P.M. and the
electrodes were attached. The S then lay upon a bed and was hypnotized by means of a previously suggested signal. Then: (a) suggestions
for deepening the hypnotic state were given for a t least five minutes;
(b) reports on the self-report depth scale were obtained from the S
and the hypnotic state was deepened until a report of 30 or more (indicating that the S was deep enough to develop amnesia, as well as to
dream) was obtained; (c) the S's arm was made to rotate automatically as a further test of his hypnotic depth;7 (d) glove analgesia
was induced and tested with a sterile, spring-loaded clip as a further
test of depth; (e) the signal for rapid induction of hypnosis was reinforced; (f) E then said, "In a little while you are going to have a
dream. It will be about the story which I will play on the tape recorder for you now. Listen carefully." The E then played one of the
tape-recorded dream narratives and then said, "In a few moments
you will dream about this story. Your finger will lift high for a couple
of seconds a t the beginning of the dream, and lift again for a couple
of seconds a t the end of the dream. Go ahead and dream now." The
polygraph was run a t 25 mm/sec. during this hypnotic "dream" in
order to obtain an adequate EEG record; (g) the S was slowly dehypnotized with the suggestion that he would recall his dream very
well; (h) the S described his dream while he was awake; (i) the S was
again hypnotized by means of the signal; ( j ) the hypnotic state was
deepened until the S reported 30 or greater; (k) amnesia for the entire
experimental session was suggested; (1) the S was dehypnotized and
the amnesia tested; and (m) the electrodes were removed and the S
left the laboratory.
For the SDS, the S reported to the laboratory a t 10 P.M., and the
procedure was identical to that of the HDS through step e. The E then
read the following to the S: "I am going to play a story on this tape
recorder for you. Listen to it carefully. Some time or times tonight you
All the hypnotic phenomena listed were successfully passed by all the Ss.
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are going to dream about this story while you are naturally asleep.
You will not dream about it while you are in the hypnotic trance. In
fact, as soon as I finish playing it you will not even think about it.
But in your natural sleep tonight you will dream about it. Listen to the
story now." The tape-recorded narrative that the S had not had (or
would not have) in the previous (next) HDS session was then played,
and a t the end of the narrative the E said: "The story has ended and
you are no longer thinking about it. You will dream about it tonight
though, and I will awaken you. You will remember all your dreams
tonight quite clearly." Amnesia was then suggested and the S dehypnotized. He then slept through the night in the laboratory, with the E
awakening him occasionally for dream reports when the EEG and
REM channels indicated that he had been dreaming in stage 1 for a
time. The length of this time varied "semi-randomly" in that the E
did not systematically determine it.
The 10 Ss were seen as a group for a final session. Their amnesia for
the experimental sessions was still complete a t this time. All the Ss
were simultaneously hypnotized and their amnesia for the experimental and training sessions removed. After being dehypnotized the
design of the study was explained to them, and a short questionnaire
concerning their reactions to various aspects of the study administered.
All the Ss were quite cooperative, interested in the study, and volunteered for further hypnotic experimentation.
More details of this procedure may be found in the original study
(Tart, 1962).
Demand Characteristics
The Ss were told that the E was interested in comparing dreairls occurring in sleep and hypnosis, that he was looking for differences and
similarities, but that he did not know if there actually were any differences, and, if there were, what sort of differences there might be.
The Ss were asked to report their dreams and other feelings as accurately as possible.
The E actually held this attitude to a great degree, although he did
expect to find some differences and thought it possible that some
Freudian mechanisms might turn up in the dreams, but, as far as can
be ascertained, E avoided communicating these latter expectations to
the Ss. All questions following dream reports were restricted to requests
for clarification or more details in general, in order to avoid any implicit suggestions which might arise from the E showing particular
interests in any one aspect of the dreams.
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Results

A total of 51 dreams were reported by the Ss from the experimental
sessions; 11 from the hypnotic state1838 from stage 1 sleep awakenings, and 2 from "sleep" awakenings which occurred in conjunction
with a waking EEG pattern.O I n 5 awakenings from stage 1, the Ss
recalled nothing a t all and these are not counted as dreams. Of the
total of 51 reported dreams, 31 were collected following suggestions to
"Dream about Narrative A," and 20 following suggestions to "Dream
about Narrative B."1°
The hypnotic "dreams" never lasted more than 4 minutes (judging
from the Ss' signals with their fingers), while the stage 1 dreams
ranged in duration from 6 to 32 minutes, with the average length being
14 minutes (length being the time elapsing from the beginning of stage
1 EEG pattern until E woke the 8 ) .
Physiological Distinctiveness of the Two Types of Dreams
The primary measure for insuring that the hypnotic "dreams" occurred in a hypnotic state and that the sleep dreams occurred in stage
1 sleep was the EEG. It was also expected that BSR and nonspecific
galvanic skin responses (GSRs) would further differentiate the two
states (Hawkins, Puryear, Wallace, Deal, & Thomas, 1962; Kamiya,
1961).
The EEG recordsll were independently classified as being either
One S, C, was accidentally given the same narrative as a stimulus for his hypnotic "dream" as had been given him in the SDS the previous week. The S was rehypnotized after his description and given the proper narrative to dream about,
and the hypnotic "dream" in response to this second trial is the one used in the
analyses following. The dream in response to the wrong narrative was, however,
rated for content (see below) and used in checking judging reliability.
These two "dreams" were both obtained from subject A. Judging by the EEG,
this S did not fall asleep for 3% hours after going to bed, but showed a continuous
alpha rhythm which seemed of greater amplitude and rhythmicity than his usual
waking pattern. As he showed occasional REMs he was "awakened" thrice, once
with no "dream" recall, the other two times with some very brief recall, showing a
very slight reference to the suggested dream narrative. The S was probably in some
sort of hypnoidal or hypnagogic state. These "dreams" were used in checking the
reli~bilityof content judging (see below), but not otherwise used in any analyses.
The original design of the study called for using Dream Narrative A and Dream
Narrative B as dream stimuli an equal number of times, but the necessity of dropping an 11th S in the middle of the experiment disrupted this plan.
l1 The EEG records were recorded a t 25 mm/sec. continuously throughout the
hypnotic "dreams," but during stage 1 dreams the EEG was recorded rtt this speed
only intermittently. There was no systematic bias in recording these high speed
samples. Rather, the E checked every minute or two to see that the EEG was still
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waking or stage 1 by the E and another psychologist, Dr. Paul Wood,
who is experienced in judging EEG sleep records. Both judges showed
perfect agreement. All the hypnotic "dreams" were judged to have
been accompanied by a waking EEG pattern, and all but two of the
sleep dreams, as noted above, to have been accompanied by a stage 1
EEG pattern.
Each dream was assigned a median BSR as follows: for the hypnotic
"dreams," the BSR a t the time the S signaled that his "dream" had
begun12 and the BSR a t the time a depth report was obtained immediately following his signal that he had finished "dreaming" were averaged. For the stage 1 dreams, the BSR was measured a t the time stage
1 dreaming began, and again just before the S was awakened for a
report by the E l and these two values were averaged.
Table 1 presents, for each S, the median BSR and BSR range of
his hypnotic "dream" and of his stage 1 dream which showed the
greatest effect of the experimental suggestions (this being the sleep
dream with the highest Action Unit rating, described below). I n the
case of five Ss, no stage 1 dream showed any influence of the dream
suggestions (a rating of zero Action Units), so the BSR of the final
stage 1 dream of the night is given in the table.13 These latter cases
are indicated by asterisks.
As Table 1 shows, the stage 1 dream always took place a t a higher
median BSR level than the hypnotic "dream" for each S, and the
difference for the group is significant a t less than the .002 level,
2-tailed, using a t-test for dependent samples. For 9 of the 10 Ss, there
was no overlap in BSR values for the two types of dreams.
All of the hypnotic "dreams" were accompanied by frequent, nonspecific GSRs, often of high amplitude,14 while none of the stage 1
dreams were accompanied by GSR activity.
REMs occurred for both the hypnotic and stage 1 dreams. he REM
recording was not, however, technically satisfactory to a degree which
stage 1, so the present records seem an adequate sample of the stage 1 dreaming.
Any suspicious records (that looked like waking) were recorded a t high speed extensively.
"In two instances the Ss' signals that they had begun to dream were not marked
on the polygraph record, so the BSR at the time of the first REM was used instead.
"Of the 10 Ss, 7 showed a gradually decreasing BSR through the night, so using
the last stage 1 dream of the night affords a very conservative test. The beginning
of the h a 1 stage 1 dream of one S was unclear due to artifact, so the next-to-last
stage 1 dream was used.
"At the setting of the Fels Dermohmmeter used, the minimum amplitude change
that would be counted as a GSR was about 300 ohms.
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TABLE 1
Basal Skin Resistance of Dreams*
(kilohms)

.

.

..

...

, .

Hypnotic "Dream"

Best Stage 1 Dream

Subject

,
A

. .
'

'

B
C
D
E

F*

G**
H*'
I*'

J**

1

Median

Range

Median

130.2
46.0
90.2
82.7
72.7
55.5
64.9
78.2
90.9
95.7

126.2-135.8
45.2- 47.0
73.3-100.1
78.6- 90.1
68.9- 73.7
52.5- 56.2
65.3- 68.7
75.1- 79.7
88.8- 93.0
94.6-99.4

133.9
83.2
137.9
133.8
135.7
75.4
165.8
174.5
121.2
125.7

1

1

Range

1

124.3-126.0

t = 4.622, with 9 df, P < .002,2-tailed.
* Indicates the next-to-last stage 1 dream of the night was used.
** Indicates the last stage 1 dream of the night was used.

would $ave made i t worthwhile to try to correlate the REM patterns
with the content of the reported dreams.

I

The Influence of the Suggestions on Dream Content

v

In order to objectively assess the extent to which each of the reported dreams had been affected by the suggested narratives, Dream
Narrative A and Dream Narrative B, a scoring system was devised by
dividing the two narratives into an equal number of "equated" events,
on the basis of the E's judgment: e.g., the first three events of each
narrative are: (a) a report of hhe setting, either a cliff face or a stairway; (b) the fact that the S is locomoting, either climbing up the
cliff or walking up the stairway; and (c) the fact that the S carried
out a series of vertical eye movements, either looking up and down
the cliff face or looking up and down the stairway. These events were
termed Action Units.
The general rule for scoring the reported dreams was to allow one
point for each Action Unit which appeared in clearly recognizable
form. Half-points were allowed on some Action Units if a detail was
missing but the essence of the Action Unit was present. The maximum
number of Action Units, and hence total points for each dream, was
23.
Minuals for scoring each Action Unit for dreams reported in re-
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sponse to each narrative were prepared. These manuals also contained
directions for giving an Overall Rating of compliance with the dream
suggestions, semi-independently of the total Action Unit rating, and
directions for an Elaboration score to indicate how greatly the S had
embellished the basic narrative.16
Two judges, in addition to the El scored each reported dream, using
only the manuals. The dream reports were not identified as to S, or as
to under what condition they were obtained, although the E and one
judge (the E's wife) remembered this for many dreams.
The rank order correlations, uncorrected for ties (Siegel, 1956), between the three pairs of judges, were all .99 for the total Action Unit
scores, and all .97 or greater for the Overall scores. While this does
not prove the "validity" of the scoring, i t does indicate that the method
of scoring is objective in the sense of being highly communicable. The
judges' ratings of each dream were then averaged and rounded off to
the nearest half-unit, and these average scores16 used in all following
analyses.
A question arises as to whether the total Action Unit ratings of the
dreams reported by the Ss were due to an ambiguity of the narratives
and scoring manuals, such that dreams totally unaffected by the experimental conditions might receive some score by chance alone. In order
to investigate this, one judge (the E's wife) used the same manuals to
rate an independent set of dreams as if they had been in response to
the experimental suggestions. This set of dreams was obtained from
students in the E's classes a year previous to the present study. The
judge rated 31 dreams according to the manual for Dream Narrative
A, and 20 in accordance with the manual for Dream Narrative B. All
these dreams were rated zero on both total Action Units and Overall.
A comparison with the size of the scores for the experimental dreams,
reported below, makes it obvious that the experimental suggestions
.
had a very strong effect on some of the experimental dreams.
Because the instructions to the Ss were ambiguous as to hbw often
they were to dream in accordance with the suggested narratives during
their sleep, it was decided to compare the hypnotic "dream" of each
S with his "best" stage 1 dream, i.e., the stage 1 dream receiving the
16Elaborationwas not to be scored unless the overall rating indicated a fair
amount of compliance with the dream suggestions. It thus turned out that very few
dreams were scored for elaboration, nor did the judges correlate very well on scoring
this, so the measure was dropped.
"Strictly speaking this averaging was illegitimate, as the rating scales are only
ordinal, not interval (Siegel, 1956), but since the judges' ratings generally differed
by l m than one or two points out of a possible 23, the procedure seems quite reasonable.
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highest total Action Unit rating. Averaging the total Action Unit
scores of all his stage 1 dreams would be unfair to a S who had interpreted the suggestions as indicating he should dream once about the
suggested topic, as well as statistically unsound for an ordinal scale.
Table 2 presents the total Action Unit and Overall scores for all of
the dreams reported by each S, as well as which narrative served as
the dream stimulus. The stage 1 dreams are listed in the order in
which they occurred during the night. As the table shows, all of the Ss
showed some influence of the suggested narrative in their hypnotic
dreams, but only half of them showed such influence in their stage 1
dreams. Two SSeach reported only one stage 1 dream which was in-
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fluenced by the suggestion, two others each had two dreams so influenced, and one S dreamed about the suggested narrative in considerable
detail in all five of his stage 1 dreams of the night.
For 9 of the 10 Ss the hypnotic "dream" received a higher total
Action Unit rating than their best stage 1 dream, and the differences
are statistically significant for the entire group a t less than the .O1
level, 2-tailed, by the Wilcoxon test (Siegel, 1956). The Overall ratings
give similar results by the Wilcoxon test (P is less than .01, 2tailed).
Note that the five Ss who did not dream about the suggested narratives a t all in stage 1 sleep contribute heavily to the significance of
the differences. If the data on the five Ss who did dream about the
suggested narratives in stage 1 are analyzed by the sign test (Siegel,
1956) (N is too small to use the Wilcoxon test) the differences are not
significant.
: It, was assumed in constructing Dream Narrative A and Dream
Narrative B that they would be i f equal difficulty to dream about.
This assumption was tested by comparing the total Action Unit
ratings of dreams in response to Dream Narrative A and Dream Narrative B (using the best sleep dream) for each S against each other,
regardless of the state in which they occurred, again using the Wilcoxon test. No significant differences were found. In comparing dreams
in response to Dream Narrative A and Dream Narrative B from stage
1 only, however, dreams in response to Dream Narrative B were
rated zero total Action Units the four times it was used as a dream
suggestion, while dreams in response to Dream Narrative A were rated
zero only one of the six times it was used. This difference is significant
by the Fisher Exact Probability Test (Siegel, 1956) a t the .05 level,
2-tailed. This raises a question as to whether there was a difference
in the difficulty of dreaming about the two narratives, or whether the
four Ss who were instructed to dream about Dream Narrative B were
simply poor a t carrying out dream suggestions and would ha;e failed
to dream about Dream Narrative A if that had been the dream suggestion. The former possibility seems unlikely as: (a) the narratives
seem of equal difficulty in the hypnotic state; and (b) later work with
subject D and a new S, using these same narratives, seems to indicate
that both Dream Narrative A and Dream Narrative B can be dreamed
about with equal ease (Tart, 1963s).
Order effects were tested for by comparing the total Action Unit
ratings of the dream reports from the first and second experimental
sessions of each S without regard to the state in which they occurred,
and found to be nonsignificant.
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As Table 2 shows, some Ss were consistently high on the total Action
Unit ratings of both their hypnotic and stage 1 dreams. The rank order
correlation between the total Action Unit score of the hypnotic
"dream" and the best stage 1 dream of each S for the group is .48,
although this is not significantly different from zero for an N of 10.
Considering only the stage 1 dreams, no significant rank order correlations were found between the total Action Unit scores and: (a)
the length of the dreams; (b) the order of the dreams in the night
(first, second, etc.) ;or (c) the average BSR of the dream.
On the questionnaire passed out a t the final session, all of the Ss
felt their hypnotic "dream(s) " to have been subjectively different from
their usual nocturnal dreams, although for a wide and sometimes contradictory variety of reasons.
Although the present E is reasonably familiar with psychoansiytic
dream theory, none of the dreams reported by the Ss in the present
study seemed to indicate that any mechanisms, such as condensation,
displacement, or symbolization were operative in their complying with
the experimentally suggested dreams either in the hypnotic state or in
stage 1 of sleep.
Discussion
The results of the present study indicated that, for the Ss as a whole,
the influence of a (post) hypnotic suggestion to dream about a specified narrative is significantly greater in an immediately following hypnotic "dream" than in a stage 1 sleep dream later that night. Half of
the 10 Ss, however, did not dream in accordance with the suggested
narratives a t all in stage 1 sleep, even though they appeared to dream
about them as well in hypnosis as the other 5 Ss. Differences between
the degree of compliance with the suggested narratives in the two
states for only those 5 Ss who did dream about them to some extent
in stage 1 sleep were not significant, although they were in the direction
(for 4 of the 5 Ss) of greater compliance in the hypnotic "dream."
Insofar as the present 10 Ss were a representative sample of deeply
hypnotizable Ss in general, it may tentatively be concluded that some
deeply hypnotized Ss can experience a hypnotic "dream" about a
suggested narrative but cannot (on first attempt, a t least) dream about
a suggested narrative in stage 1 sleep. There is a suggestive but nonsignificant indication in the data that the Ss who could dream about
a suggested narrative in stage 1 sleep had reached a deeper hypnotic
state than those who could not.
Since stage 1 dreams occur naturally and seem to be very difficult
to interfere with (Dement, 1960))i t would seem that in instructing a
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S to dream about a specified topic in stage 1 sleep we are also asking
him to inhibit or suppress this naturally occurring, relatively autonomous dreaming process. I n the hypnotic "dream," on the other hand,
there seems to be no naturally occurring process to inhibit; therefore it
seems understandable that a S might be able to dream according to
the experimental suggestions in hypnosis but unable to carry out the
more difficult task of doing so in stage 1 sleep. I n other words, stage
1 dreaming under the conditions of the present study would result in
an interaction of the hypnotically suggested content and the relatively
autonomous stage 1 dream process and whatever content i t was producing "naturally." I n accordance with this hypothesis, the present
data gave the impression (although they were too fragmentary to
allow for a formal analysis) that when the suggested narrative sppeared in the stage 1 dreams it was often more elaborated and had
more irrelevant items added to i t than in the hypnotic "dreams." In
spite of this, the extent to which the suggested narratives exercised
almost total control over the content of some of the stage 1 dreams
was striking. The present results confirm Stoyva's (1961) findings in
this respect, and indicate great promise for the use of posthypnotic
suggestions as a technique for controlling the content of stage 1 dreaming.
A rather puzzling finding, not apparent from the formal analyses,
was that some of the stage 1 dreams which seemed to consist exclusively of the suggested actions were of much greater duration than
would be necessary to experience the suggested narratives. If the S
dreamed the suggested narrative from the start of his stage 1 dreaming,
what did he do for the remainder of the stage 1 period before the E
awakened him for a report? The REM records seem to indicate the
Ss were actively dreaming throughout their stage 1 periods. Did he
re-dream the narrative? Did he dream something else and then forget
it? Or might he not have dreamed the suggested narrative a t ,all, but
simply forgot his spontaneous dream and fabricated a report in line
with the suggested narrative? That is, was the reported dream entirely a matter of "secondary elaboration?" Such a possibility seems
unlikely for two reasons. First, the Ss would have had to break their
amnesia, which seems unlikely since they apparently still retained it
more than a week later. Secondly, in some later work (Tart, 1963a)
subject D (the one who dreamed about the suggested narrative in
every stage 1 dream of the night) reported only the start of some
suggested narratives when he was awakened after just a few minutes
of stage 1 dreaming. Still, the problem of what happened in these long
stage 1 periods will bear further investigation.
A somewhat surprising finding of the present study was the apparent
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lack of Freudian dream work characteristics in the reported dreams.

If any such dream work occurred on the suggested narratives i t re-

I)

,

@

sulted in transformations so extensive and thorough that such dreams
were scored as being totally unrelated to the suggested narratives.
Since no associations to the reported dreams were obtained, in order
to avoid possible biasing of later dream reports, it can, of course,
always be argued that such dream work was operative in the present
study, even if i t is undetectable in the manifest content of the reported
dreams. However, in the examples of transformed dreams presented
in the earlier literature (Farber & Fisher, 1943; Fisher, 1953; Fisher,
1954; Mazer, 1951; Nachmansohn, 1925; Newman et al., 1960;
Roffenstein, 1951; Rubenstein et al., 1957; Schrotter, 1912) the transformations wrought by the dream work were generally obvious to the
sophisticated reader from the manifest content alone, so the present
results are quite a t variance with these earlier ones.
Several psychoanalysts have hypothesized that the suggested narratives dealt with a realistic fear rather than anxiety, and so there
was no need for dream work mechanisms to operate on the suggested
narratives. If, however, the purpose of the dream work is to protect
sleep by minimizing the experience of strong emotions in the dream
(Freud, 1938), then one would expect i t to have been operative in the
present study. Psychoanalytic theory does not make an unambiguous
prediction here. Thus, while the results of the present study in no sense
"disprove" Freudian dream theory, they do suggest that the earlier
studies which supposedly demonstrated the existence of Freudian
dream work mechanisms with hypnotically suggested dreams may
have "accomplished" this through special demand characteristics, and
certainly stand in need of replication under more carefully controlled
conditions.
The apparent lack of dream work modification of the suggested
narratives should not be taken to imply, however, that the personal
dynamics of the Ss did not occasionally manifest themselves in the
reported dreams. They occasionally did, in the present E's opinion,
but they seemed to occur outside of the experimental task of dreaming
about the suggested narratives, rather than being an integral part of
dreaming about these narratives.
As would be expected from several studies (e.g. Fisher, 1953;
Newrnan et al., 1960; Rubenstein e t al., 1957; Whitman, Pierce, Maas,
& Baldridge, 1962), the influence of the experimental situation
seemed apparent in several of the reported dreams, particularly in
three stage 1 dreams, which were rated zero total Action Units. One
S dreamed of participating in a psychology experiment; another S that
everything known about him was being collected in a giant folder; and
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a third S of walking down the street while whistling the song, "Some
Enchanted Evening!" This influence of the experimental situation did
not, however, seem particularly apparent in those dreams which were
strongly affected by the experimental suggestions, despite the emphasis
placed on this in earlier studies (Fisher, 1953; Mazer, 1951; Newman
et al., 1960; Rubenstein et al., 1957). One may speculate that this was
a t least partially due to a somewhat different E-S relationship in the
present study. The present E's hypnotic and experimental technique
stressed the intelligent cooperation of the Ss, was generally permissive,
and was carried out in a straightforward, businesslike manner. Outside
of the hypnotic state, the E related to the Ss in an informal, friendly
manner. Traditional hypnotic techniques, which may have been used
in some of the earlier studies, are more authoritarian and may enhance
possible "transference" phenomena, as some have postulated (Fisher,
1953; Gill & Brenman, 1959), so that the need to express these feelings in experimental dreams becomes as important as the specific experimental instructions.
Insofar as the method of the present study paralleled that used in
most of the earlier studies, two uncontrolled factors were introduced
which must be considered in assessing the results. The first factor was
the great difference in time elapsing between the playing of the suggested narratives and the ensuing dreams in the two states. This was
never longer than three minutes for the hypnotic "dreams," but ranged
from one to three hours for the first stage 1 dream of the night. Simple
forgetting of details might account for the difference in total Action
Unit scores. This factor is probably more important in the present
study than in the earlier ones, because of the detailed nature of the
dream suggestions used in the present study, and may very well account for the small differences in total Action Unit scores in the two
states for those five Ss who did dream about the suggested narrative
in stage 1. That this factor was uncontrolled does not, however,'affect
one of the major conclusions which may be drawn from the present
results, via., that the equating of dreams in the two states by the
earlier studies using this same methodology is highly questionable.
Control of this factor of simple forgetting might be accomplished in
future studies as follows: (a) play the suggested narrative to the
hypnotized S ; (b) dehypnotize him, with amnesia, and allow him
to go to sleep; (c) awaken him as soon as the first stage 1 dream
starts; (d) hypnotize him, remove the amnesia, and have him dream
about the suggested narrative in hypnosis; and (e) get the dream report, either in hypnosis or after dehypnotizing him.
A second factor of possible importance, related to the first factor,
is in which stage 1 dream period of the night the suggested dream is
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to occur. The earlier studies were necessarily ambiguous in their in-
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structions due to ignorance of the sleep-dream cycle (Kleitman, 1960;
Kleitman, 1963), and the instructions of the present study were also
purposely ambiguous on this point in order to maintain comparability
with the earlier studies and see if there was any spontaneous clustering
of the effects of the suggestion in some particular part of the sleepdream cycle. The latter was not found to be the case, although the
design of the present study would have been sensitive to only a rather
large effect.
One of the difficulties caused by ambiguous instructions was illustrated in the behavior of subject F. His stage 1 dreams in the laboratory
were all rated zero on total Action Units. He was awakened somewhat
earlier than his usual rising time, and after he returned home he lay
down for a short nap, during which he "dreamed" about the suggested
narrative (Dream Narrative B) vividly and in detail.17 One might
speculate that this S "intended" to carry out the suggestion in his
final stage 1 period of the night, but was awakened too soon by the E.
Four important factors which were uncontrolled in many of the
earlier studies in this area were more adequately controlled in the
present study:
1. Dreams in hypnosis and in stage 1 sleep were objectively discriminated by physiological measures, so no hypnotic "dreams" were
mislabeled sleep dreams or vice versa.
2. The assessment of the degree to which the reported dreams were
influenced by the (post) hypnotically suggested narratives was carried
out by a technique which was "objective" in the sense of being highly
communicable.
3. All Ss were in a state of deep hypnosis, as judged by both a conventional behavioral test (amnesia) and a self-report scale of hypnotic depth a t the time the experimental suggestions were given. Possible variations in results due to fluctuations in hypnotic depth were
thus minimized, although probably not eliminated entirely.
4. Variability in the degree of emotional impact of the dream suggestions from S to S was minimized by using suggestions which, a
priori, shohld have evoked a realistic fear experience in all normal
persons.ls
~ h i "dreim"
b
was rated 10.5 Action Units. The S also reported redreaming it on
two other occasions during the week before he saw the E again. Since there was no
objective evidence to indicate what neurophysiological state this "dream" occurred
in, it was not used in any analyses.
180nthe questionnaire the Ss filled out at the final group session, one S indicated
that he had climbed extensively as a child and had feared losing his grip. Another
also reported climbing a great deal as a child, as well as being afraid of assailants
in dark places. Thus, although the Ss did not spontaneously mention this, their re-
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Bearing in mind the small number of Ss used in the present study,
as well as the other limitations discussed above, the following conclusions may be tentatively drawn :
1. Hypnotic "dreams" and stage 1 dreams may be physiologically
distinguished with a high degree of confidence by means of: (a) the
different EEG patterns; (b) the lower BSR during hypnotic
"dreams"; and (c) the lack of nonspecific GSRs during stage 1 dreams.
2. Some deeply hypnotized Ss who can dream in accordance with a
suggested narrative in the hypnotic state cannot do so in stage 1
sleep, a t least on their first attempt. This finding in itself suggests
that dreams in the two states are not the same phenomenon, and certainly indicates that results obtained with hypnotic "dreams" cannot
be directly generalized to stage 1 sleep dreams. The night dream requires carrying out a posthypnotic suggestion during sleep; hence
more than the dream process itself is involved.
3. Some deeply hypnotized Ss can dream in accordance with a
suggested narrative in their stage 1 sleep dreams. The degree of influence of the suggested narratives ranged, over Ss, from affecting
only a few elements of the stage 1 dream to almost total control of the
content of the stage 1 dream. Posthypnotic suggestion thus offers great
promise as a method of manipulating stage 1 dream content of some
Ss.
4. The use of posthypnotic suggestion to influence the content of
stage 1 dreaming apparently also involves the instruction to inhibit
or suppress the naturally occurring stage 1 dream process, and the
resulting dream may be profitably viewed as an interaction of the
posthypnotically suggested dream content with the naturally occurring stage 1 dream process and content.
5. The operation of various psychoanalytic dream work mechanisms,
reported in many earlier studies in this area, was not apparent a t all
in the present study. Their appearance in these earlier studies may
have been a result of special demand characteristics, and the investigation of such dream work mechanisms in hypnotically affected dreams
should be investigated completely anew.
6. While there are undoubtedly some similarities, the earlier studies'
equating of hypnotic "dreams" and sleep dreams, both spontaneous
and in response to specifically suggested content, is thus quite questionable, because: (a) the psychoanalytic dream mechanisms, a prime
basis for this equating, may have been "artifactual," a result of deactions to the dream stimuli may have been somewhat enhanced. It seems unlikely
that tbia factor r a a important enough to require serious qualification of statement
4, however.
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mand characteristics; (b) some Ss who can dream about a suggested
topic in the hypnotic state could not do so a t all in stage 1 sleep; and
(c) for those Ss who could dream about asuggested narrative in stage
1 sleep in response to posthypnotic suggestion,. the. resultant dreams
seemed more elaborated and added to than these same Ss' hypnotic
"dreams."
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